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Project Title:

Student Questionnaire on Courses and Teaching Feedback
for UGRD 1229 ECONOMIC 2123B LEC 002
ECONOMETRICS II - Murray Leclair (Emmanuel Murray
Leclair)

SQCT — Winter 2023

Course Audience:
Responses Received:
Response Ratio:

69
32

46%

Report Comments
Dear Emmanuel,

This is your Student Questionnaire on Courses and Teaching (SQCT) feedback report.

Please note that, as per the new Faculty Collective Agreement, means, standard deviations, and medians are no longer provided for
student ratings in the SQCT Results Reports. There are several resources available to help with the interpretation of the ratings and
student comments.

Reports that include the means, standard deviations, and medians are available to individual faculty members by request from
feedback@uwo.ca

If an instructor receives a comment that they believe is offensive and wishes to report that comment, they are asked to do so using the
new SQCT Comment Review tool in the Faculty/Staff Extranet. If the comment raises concerns regarding faculty or student safety,
Western Special Constable Service should be notified immediately.
 
Historically, offensive comments, such as those that violate the Student Code of Conduct (e.g., discriminatory, harassing, threatening),
have been rare at Western.

If you have any questions about the Feedback SQCT online system or the feedback results report, please contact feedback@uwo.ca.

Sincerely,

Feedback Team
Western University

Report Contents:
Section 1: Student Ratings Summary
Section 2: Student Information
Section 3: Response Demographics
Section 4: Supplementary Comments for the Instructor
Section 5: Supplementary Comments on the Course
Section 6: Instructor Additional Questions

Distribution:
Sections 1 (table only) and 2, are available to those with a Western username at sqct.uwo.ca/results.
Section 1-3 and 5 are forwarded to the instructor and the dean (who may share the information with the department chair).
Sections 4 and 6 are forwarded to the instructor only.
 

Creation Date: Tuesday, September 12, 2023

http://www.uwo.ca/
http://www.yourfeedback.uwo.ca/instructorsUnderstandingResults.cfm
mailto:feedback@uwo.ca
https://www.extranet.uwo.ca/extranet/secure/SQCTReview/index.cfm
mailto:feedback@uwo.ca?subject=Inquiry%20from%20Feedback&body=%0A
http://www.explorance.com/
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Section 1: Student Ratings Summary
Frequency of Responses for the Core SQCT Questions

Resp
Strongly

Disagree (1)
Disagree

(2)
Disagree

Somewhat (3)
Neither Agree

nor Disagree (4)
Agree

Somewhat (5)
Agree

(6)
Strongly

Agree (7)
1. Displays
enthusiasm 32 0 0 0 0 1 5 26

2. Well organized 32 0 0 1 1 4 9 17
3. Presents concepts
clearly 32 0 0 2 2 2 8 18

4. Encourages
participation 32 0 0 0 1 4 10 17

5. Responds to
questions clearly 32 0 0 1 2 0 9 20

6. Encourages
reflection 32 0 0 0 0 5 11 16

7. Provides fair
evaluation 32 0 1 0 0 3 6 22

8. Provides helpful
feedback 32 0 0 2 0 4 9 17

9. Good motivator 32 0 1 0 1 4 7 19
10. Effective as a
university teacher 32 0 0 0 1 2 8 21

11. Course as a
learning experience. 32 0 0 0 0 3 15 14

Note. Resp = Total number of responses; Strongly Disagree = 1; Disagree = 2; Disagree Somewhat = 3; Neither Agree nor Disagree = 4,
Agree Somewhat = 5; Agree = 6; Strongly Agree = 7.

Percentage Agreement and Disagreement for the Core SQCT Questions
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Section 2: Student Information
Percentage of classes attended

Percentage of classes attended in this course

Expected Grade

Your expected grade in this course

Course Status

Status of this course for you

Initial Level of Enthusiasm

Your level of enthusiasm to take this course, at the time of initial registration
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Section 3: Response Demographics

Reliability Assessment

With 32 responses from a survey population of 69
the data presented in this report is considered to be Sufficient
Number of responses needed to be considered sufficient: 16
Number of responses needed to be considered good: 37

Respondents by Students' Home Faculty

Respondents by Students' Academic Year

Respondents by Students' Cumulative Average
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If an instructor receives a comment that they believe is offensive and wishes to report that comment, they are asked to do so using the
new SQCT Review tool in the Faculty/Staff Extranet (https://www.extranet.uwo.ca/extranet/). If the comment raises concerns regarding
faculty or student safety, Campus Police should be notified immediately.

Historically, offensive comments, such as those that violate the Student Code of Conduct (e.g., discriminatory, harassing, threatening),
have been rare at Western.

Section 4: Supplementary Comments for the Instructor
Notes:  Final grades must be submitted to the Registrar prior to reviewing comments.  Students are reminded that their comments for the
instructor should be fair, constructive, useful and relevant.

Comments
It was really great opportunity to have your lecture for me. All of your classes were really interesting and nice. especially I really liked
the way you teach econometrics very friendly to students.
I really enjoyed this class. I was initially not very optimistic about how it would go, but since the beginning I have felt comfortable in this
class, with a positive learning environment that helps people who struggle. Emmanuel is very enthusiastic about his work, and you can
tell when he teaches that he is smart and has lots of different ideas running through his head when he is teaching and explaining
concepts to us. As a person he is very approachable and tries his best to explain misunderstood concepts, as well as making sure that
the grading is done fairly for all students. I would recommend him as a teacher for anyone looking to take this course.
I loved your enthusiasm for the subject, it was motivating to me!
I sometimes found it hard to follow what was happening in the classroom and definitely had trouble transferring what I learned in the
classroom to quizzes. Maybe more practice problems and more class time focused on practice would be helpful.
Overall, you were great and I had a good time in your class!
Professor is highly enthusiastic about material taught in class. He really drives students to want to enjoy what he is teaching. One of
my best lectures so far at Western.
This was a great learning experience for me. One thing I will say is I would've like to do more examples in class that include numbers.
But overall, I great time in this class and enjoyed learning from Professor Leclair.
Great instructor. Organized lecture material and examples given in class are quite effective in increasing understanding of concepts.
Prof leclair has been one of my favourite professors I have had at uwo. Economics has never been a favourite course of mine, yet prof
leclair has made it a great experience
Great Professor who is very enthusiastic about what he teaches. The Quizzes are quite hard.
He is an enthusiastic prof and always energetic in class. It gives us a very different experience. Although this course is a little difficult, it
is a special challenging under his teachin.
Make quizzes more questions
A great professor!! The only recommendation I have is go through a few "easier" numeric example and again similar questions to the
quiz, they are quite difficult especially with the topics that have not gone over in class
Hey I’ve had fun in your class this year and learned a lot. Econometrics was a bit confusing for the first couple of classes, mainly how
we would apply the concepts we learned from the previous econometrics course. But it cleared up with examples and made sense to
me after a bit. It was helpful that we would revisit what we learned the previous class as well as getting us to participate in the lectures.
Thanks
Sometimes goes through comments too quickly, and the whole class is lost
Great instructor, someone that greatly cares about what he teaches as well as his students.
patient
I often feel like I don't really know what is happening and that i won't really be able to use any of this outside of this course. It can
sometimes we hard to see the real life applications

https://www.extranet.uwo.ca/extranet/
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Section 5: Supplementary Comments on the Course
Notes: Final grades must be submitted to the Registrar prior to reviewing comments. Students are reminded that their comments about
the course should be fair, constructive, useful and relevant.

Comments
The course is generally viewed as being difficult and impossible before entering, the right teaching will negate this. I learned many big
picture concepts in this course and smaller understanding of how the bigger pictures interact with our daily lives
Highly encouraged the professor to continue with the way he teaches. Really makes students enjoy coming to class and always ensure
we have a good laugh while more importantly insuring we are understanding the material.
Prof leclairis a great professor, he made learning a fun experience and if I have a chance to take more Econ courses with him I will
Great professor who is enthusiastic about what he teaches. The quizzes that he prepares are quite hard.
He is a responsible prof. We gained a lot of knowledge in his class. We also have many quizzes and assigns to check our weekly
progress. But sometimes it would be better if the frequency of testing could be reduced.
.
No final exam is very helpful, econometrics is a very tough course in my opinion to understand so not having a final exam definitely
reduces stress greatly
Emmanuel is a great instructor that brings a positive attitude to each class and presents each concept with clarity.
good
The assessments in this course are great and really fair in my opinion.

No instructor additional questions selected.

Distribution:

Sections 1 (table only) and 2, are available to those with a Western username at sqct.uwo.ca/results.
Section 1-3, and 5 are forwarded to the instructor and the dean (who may share the information with the department chair).
Sections 4 and 6 are forwarded to the instructor only.


